Automatic recognition of gait patterns exhibiting patellofemoral pain syndrome using a support vector machine approach.
Patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) is a common disorder that afflicts people across all age groups, and results in various degrees of knee pain. The diagnosis of PFPS is difficult since the exact biomechanical factors and the extent to which they are affected by the disorder are still unknown. Recent research has reported significant statistical differences in ground reaction forces (GRFs) and foot kinematics, which could be indicative of PFPS, but the interrelationship between many of these measures and the pathology have been absent so far. In this paper, we applied the support vector machines (SVMs) to detect PFPS gait based on 14 GRF and 16 foot kinematic features recorded from 27 subjects (14 healthy and 13 with PFPS). The influence of combined gait parameters on classification performance was investigated through the use of a feature-selection algorithm. The optimal feature set was then compared against the most statistically significant individual features (p < 0.05) found by previous study. Test results indicated that GRF features alone resulted in a higher leave-one-out (LOO) classification accuracy (85.15%) compared to 74.07% using only kinematic features. A hill-climbing feature-selection algorithm was applied to determine the subset of combined kinematic and kinetic features, which provided optimal classifier performance. This subset, which consists of six features (two from GRF and four from foot kinematic features), provided an improved LOO accuracy of 88.89% . The optimal feature set detected by the SVM, which best identified gait characteristics of PFPS, was found to be closely related to inferential statistical analysis with the added distinction that the SVM could potentially be deployed as an automated system for detecting gait changes in patients with PFPS.